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May 30, 2023 

Marcel Quimby, FAIA 

Chair, Honor Awards Commi=ee 

Texas Society of Architects 

500 Chicon Street 

AusDn, TX 78702-2754 

RE: NominaDon of AIA Dallas Emerging Professionals Success Teams for Mentorship Award 

Dear Ms. Quimby and DisDnguished Jury, 

AIA Dallas is pleased to nominate the Success Teams program for the Texas Society of Architects’ 2023 Mentorship 

Award. Founded shortly aUer its progenitor, the AIA Dallas Success Teams program borrowed both its name and purpose 

from an iniDaDve created by Elizabeth R. Spelman for AIA Boston in January 2005. In the more than 15 years since, 

Success Teams has adapted and grown but has remained a consistent first step for young professionals seeking career 

advancement and AIA involvement. 

As a part of the larger AIA Dallas Emerging Professionals Network, Success Teams has a focused goal to increase licensure 

by providing support and resources for individuals preparing for the Architect RegistraDon ExaminaDons, or AREs. Of the 

three ‘E’s required by NCARB, EducaDon, Experience, and Exams, the examinaDon requirement stands apart from the 

others by not being accomplished through the course of other acDviDes. Exams are self-directed and require Dme and 

money outside of office hours. Success Teams offers parDcipants the resources to build a structured and mentored path 

around themselves. 

While Success Teams aims to help young professionals overcome an immediate need of becoming licensed, its impact has 

a wider reach. ParDcipants gain a valuable network of peers and mentors. They also give back by becoming leaders of and 

mentors in the program. In a recent survey, half of all Success Teams parDcipants indicated they would like to return the 

following year as mentors and presenters, paying it forward to liU others up. The skills they gain benefit their firms, 

clients, projects, and ulDmately the communiDes in which their projects are built. Our legal and ethical duty to safeguard 

the health, safety, and welfare of the public is bolstered every Dme another licensure candidate succeeds, and the trust 

the public has in our profession is deepened. 

The success of Success teams is illustrated most clearly in its longevity. The requirements of architectural licensing are 

ever changing. Whether it’s the number of exams (9 exams in ARE 3.1, 7 in 4.0, 6 in 5.0), the format of the quesDons 

(removing vigne=es and adding case studies between ARE 4.0 and 5.0), or the implementaDon of the exams (as with 

remote tesDng during the COVID-19 pandemic), the Success Teams group has remained a viable and desirable iniDaDve. 

More impressive is the fact that its leadership is maintained by ‘passing the torch’ and has no centralized figure. It’s also 

worth noDng that the Success Teams program won the College of Fellows Component Grant for Emerging Professionals in 

2018.  

With Success Teams as a resilient, proven foundaDon within the larger EP Network we have been able to grow and 

develop around it other new and exciDng iniDaDves. This aptly named program breeds success at all levels of our 

profession. AIA Dallas strongly recommends the recogniDon of Success Teams for the TxA Mentorship Award, a 

recogniDon they are truly deserving of through relevance and consistency.  

Warmest Regards, 

Kate Aoki, AIA 

President, AIA Dallas 
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Paige Russell
Vice-Chair for EP, 2023
AIA, NCARB
Associate at Corgan

Tess Haverstick
Co-Chair for EP, 2022
AIA, LEED Green Associate
Architect at Glenn Partners

Lucas Downes
Co-Chair for EP, 2022
AIA
Architect at HKS

Lauren Downie
Chair for EP, 2023
AIA, NCARB, EDAC
Architect at CannonDesign

Emerging Professionals Network
NETWORK MISSION
The mission of the Emerging Professionals (EP) Network
is to provide opportunities for networking, professional
development, and social engagement with fellow
architects and designers who are unlicensed, newly
licensed, or up to ten years following registration.

NETWORK GOALS

NETWORK OFFERINGS
The EP Network prides itself on the development of
events that encompass our Mission and Goals, including:

• Path to Licensure Scholarship
• EP!C Lecture Series
• ARE Success Teams
• Clean Up North Texas
• Cross Pollination Happy Hour with Women in
Architecture & Latinos in Architecture networks
• Fair Park Sketching Tour
• Firmily Feud

While each event holds its own goals and initiatives,
there are three core drivers for Emerging Professionals
Network events.

• To encourage professional growth and leadership
skills among those new to the profession.
• To contribute to the national network of Emerging
professionals who give a voice to those who are
newly gaining their footing in the architectural
profession.
• To bring value to AIA membership and emphasize
the benefits that membership provides.

SUCCESS TEAMS
PROGRAM BEGINNINGS AND IMPACTS

In January of 2005, Elizabeth Spelman, an
Associate AIA in Boston, gathered together a
group of six unlicensed designers to form a
special study group to prepare for and take the
Architectural Registration Exam (ARE) in only
seven months. They called themselves the ARE
Success Team. Seeking to revive the
camaraderie that developed during the days
when the ARE was offered only once a year,
these six professionals pledged to take one
exam every three weeks...and all six managed
to stick together through this demanding
schedule.

The ARE Success Teams program is our
adaptation of this boot-camp style study
program. We seek to carry on the spirit of
camaraderie through cohorts of candidates
that study regularly together and commit to
testing together on the same schedule. The goal
is that the group of emerging professionals take
all divisions of the ARE within one year.

The program has been very successful in helping
candidates pass their exams, as was the original
intent of the program. However, it has also been
a tool for encouraging new leadership skills in
individuals as they transition between mentee
and mentor. Many of our past participants have
later returned to mentor incoming cohorts and
gone on to lead other networks and AIA
initiatives. Moreover, the program’s popularity
has served as a introduction to the larger
offerings within the AIA Dallas chapter.

The Path to Licensure Scholarship was conceived and developed during the
pandemic. The costs for designers to become licensed are considerable and given
the monetary hardships many have faced during the pandemic, the Emerging
Professionals decided to create the scholarship to provide financial aid to those
seeking licensure. Many firms do not provide aid to their employees, and this
scholarship is intended to supplement the significant cost to become licensed and
enforce our mission of supporting emerging professionals.

All proceeds from the Success Teams program are donated and committed to the
endowment of this scholarship to ensure that the EP Network continues its legacy
of supporting the success of emerging professional

PATH TO LICENSURE SCHOLARSHIP
OTHER NETWORK OFFERINGS

Success Teams is facilitated by the AIA 
Dallas’ Emerging Professionals Netowrk

NETWORK GOALS

• Path to Licensure Scholarship
• EP!C Series Events and Lectures
• Clean Up North Texas event
• Cross-Pollination Happy Hours with Women in 

Architecture, Latinos in Architecture, LGBTQIA+ Alliance
• Sketching Tours in Fair Park
• Firmily Feud game night
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Success Teams are Designed To:
provide structure for taking – and ultimately completing! – the
A.R.E. process,

provide dedicated study time as a team to enhance the learning
process,

make study materials readily available and inexpensive for
candidates to access, and create a supportive environment made
up of and for those on the road to licensure.

WHAT IS SUCCESS TEAMS?

In the application, participants sign an
agreement committing to taking the exams
in the same order and on the same
schedule as the other group members
throughout the course of their track. Then
the cohort is broken into smaller study
groups that meet virtually or in person.

They meet to share tips, exchange
information, offer support, and commiserate
with understanding colleagues. Each group
takes ownership of the study process by
running their own weekly meetings and
following the prescribed testing schedule
and sequence. Groups also have access to
dedicated mentors, comprised of recently
licensed architects, to go over testing
strategies, resources, and practice
questions.

Participants commit to participating with
professionalism and enthusiasm, working
with other members to develop a realistic
schedule for taking each section of the
exam, attending all meetings scheduled by
the group, and continuing to support group
members until every member has passed all
of his or her exams.

AIA Dallas will provide study guides, access
to preparatory workshops, and meeting
space as needed. The program utilizes an
online folder of study materials such as
reading materials, practice questions, and
previous mentor’s study notes. Participants
also have access to a library of pre-
recorded lectures on study topics.

"After passing my exams I felt that I had knowledge to share
about NCARB's pandemic-era rule changes and new waves
of lesser-known study material, and I began looking for a way
to give back and share these things with current ARE
candidates. This led me to the AIA Dallas Success Teams,
where for two years now I have mentored candidates every
week with what I hope is new and helpful content + tips/tricks.
The Success Teams have been a perfect way to get involved
in my local AIA and will definitely lead me to greater
contributions." - Miranda Davis, Success Teams Mentor

Miranda Davis
Success Teams Mentor
AIA, NCARB
Project Designer at BOKA Powell

Elizabeth McFarland
Success Teams Mentor
AIA, LEED Green Associate
Architect at Glenn Partners

Mckenzie Watson
Success Teams Mentor
AIA, NCARB
Architect at Corgan

MENTORS

Success Teams are Designed To:
• Provide structure for taking- and ultimately completing!- the A.R.E.s
• Provide dedicated team study time to enhance the learning process
• Make study materials readily available and inexpensive for the 

candidates to access
• Create a supportive environment made of and made for those on the 

road to licensure.

The goals of the Success Teams 
are that a team of participants support each 
other to complete the AREs by following a 
prescribed study schedule.

Participants commit to participating with
professionalism and enthusiasm, working
with other members to develop a realistic
schedule for taking each section of the
exam, attending all meetings scheduled by
the group, and continuing to support group
members until every member has passed all
of his or her exams.

AIA Dallas will provide study guides, access
to preparatory workshops, and meeting
space as needed. The program utilizes an
online folder of study materials such as
reading materials, practice questions, and
previous mentor’s study notes. Participants
also have access to a library of pre-recorded 
lectures on study topics.
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HOW IT WORKS

1

2

3

Applicants first apply to the program on AIA’s website. 
In the application, participants sign an agreement committing to 
taking the exams in the same order and on the same schedule as the 
other group members throughout the course of their track. 

Then the cohort is broken into smaller study groups that meet virtually 
or in person. Groups are generally 5-10 people + a mentor.

They meet weekly to share tips, exchange information, offer support, 
and commiserate with understanding colleagues. Each group takes 
ownership of the study process by running their own weekly meetings 
and following the prescribed testing schedule and sequence. Groups 
also have access to dedicated mentors, comprised of recently 
licensed architects, to go over testing strategies, resources, and 
practice questions.

accountability from 
teammates in the cohort

dedicated mentors

study resources, schedules, 
and recorded lectures



2010 - 62
2019.1 - 36
2019.2 - 34
2020 - 9
2021 - 14
2023.1 - 23

average of 33 people per session 
* 17 years = 561 
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BY THE NUMBERS

“As someone who is passionate 
about helping guide other future architects 

through the process of licensure, I knew that 
the AIA Dallas Success Teams was for me. As 
a mentor, I get to work with and inspire test 
takers each week all while starting my path 
to volunteering through the AIA.” 

- Mckenzie Watson, 
Current Success Teams Mentor

Over 500 
people have 

enrolled in the 
program

Program has run 
consecutively 
for 17 years

22 types 
of study 
material 
provided
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THE ORIGINS OF SUCCESS TEAMS

In January of 2005, Elizabeth Spelman, an Associate AIA 
in Boston, gathered together a group of six unlicensed 
designers to form a special study group to prepare for and 
take the Architectural Registration Exam (ARE) in only seven 
months. They called themselves the ARE Success Team. 
Seeking to revive the camaraderie that developed during 
the days when the ARE was offered only once a year, these 
six professionals pledged to take one exam every three 
weeks...and all six managed to stick together through this 
demanding schedule.

The ARE Success Teams program is our adaptation of this 
boot-camp style study program. We seek to carry on the 
spirit of camaraderie through cohorts of candidates that 
study regularly together and commit to testing together on 
the same schedule. The goal is that the group of emerging 
professionals take all divisions of the ARE within one year. 
The program has been very successful in helping candidates 
pass their exams, as was the original intent of the program. 

2005 2018

When the Success Teams 
program being revamped in 

2018 to accommodate the 
transition from ARE 4.0 to 5.0, 

the number of participants 
tripled. More importantly, 

the participants’ pass rate 
increased 10 fold.

This transition also digitized 
the lecture series into an on-

demand resource.



Then, during COVID, the program transitioned 
to a digital format for meeting, which increased 
access to candidates across the region and 
those balancing demanding schedules while 
studying. The group stayed current with the 
evolving NCARB processes during this time 
and shared information among each other to 
navigate the various changes.

While the program has remained popular and 
successful for many decades, the Emerging 
Professionals group wants to expand the reach 
of the program. Often, individuals will approach 
the group throughout the year asking for ARE 
resources while a Success Teams cohort is 
already in session.

Instead of asking individuals to wait until the 
next session, we envision a “lite” version of the 
program available to them at anytime with self-
guided study. Participants would receive access 
to the study resources and access to a mentor 
but would be self-initiated in studying and 
following prescribed schedules.

THE EVOLUTION OF SUCCESS TEAMS

2023+
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2020



MENTEES...

Mentees are provided help from mentors to:
• Obtain permission to test from TBAE
• Schedule exams with testing center
• Understanding which materials are best to study from
• Answer technical questions over material

However, the program has also been a tool for encouraging new 
leadership skills in individuals as they transition between mentee and 
mentor. 

Many of our past participants have later returned to mentor incoming 
cohorts and gone on to lead other networks and AIA initiatives. 
Moreover, the program’s popularity has served as a introduction to the  
larger offerings within the AIA Dallas chapter.

The program: 
• Helps support participants in a tangible way 
• Serves a first step for young architects into AIA  

involvement, supports AIA membership 
• Addresses a specific hurdle many face 
• Creates community/relationships 
• Promotes grassroots efforts by the participants



TO MENTORS- AND BEYOND

“After passing my exams I felt that I had knowledge 
to share about NCARB’s pandemic-era rule changes 
and new waves of lesser-known study material, and 
I began looking for a way to give back and share 
these things with current ARE candidates. The Success 
Teams have been a perfect way to get involved in 
my local AIA and will definitely lead me to greater 
contributions.” -Miranda Anhalt
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